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The Chairman’s Statement 2009/2010
It is my honour to present to members the 2009/10 Annual Report of the
Executive Council. In general, the year of 2009/10 was a better year when compared
with the previous year. In 2008/09, there had been issues (e.g. pay adjustment, grade
structure review, etc.) that caused great concern to the Senior Government Officers
(SGOs). In 2009/2010, most of the 2008/09 issues affecting our members had been
resolved. To safeguard the rights and welfares of our members, this Association had
endeavored to express our members’ views and suggestions on the following issues
to the Administration through various channels.
(1) 2010/11 Civil Service Pay Adjustment
In the AECS/HKSGOA joint letter issued in June 2010, we expressed our
great disappointment about the proposed pay increases for the three salary bands of
the civil service which followed exactly the net pay trend indicators ( PTIs ) (i.e. 1.
69% for upper band). We were of the opinion that the CE-in-Council had not fully
considered the factors mentioned in our pay claim letter of 28 May 2010, particularly,
the adverse impact of the exclusion of internal/external relativities related pay
adjustments and share awards on the Gross PTIs; and the unfair deduction of the
payroll cost of increments from the Gross PTIs to arrive at the net PTIs for the many
civil servants who had reached the maximum points of their respective pay scales.
(2) Review of Post-Service Outside Work for Directorate Civil Servants
This Association continues to enquire about the progress of the above Review.
The recent response from the Administration was that CSB had sought legal advice
on the recommendations of the Committee on the above Review; and CSB was
studying the legal advice and deliberating on the views and comments received from
the relevant stakeholders during the consultation period of the Review report. Once
CSB had made the decision on the Review Committee’s recommendations, it would
submit its proposal to the CE-in Council for consideration. We will closely monitor
the latest development of the matter and update our members accordingly.
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(3) Staff Succession Problem
This Association first raised the above issue at the SCSC meeting held on 11
February, 2010. Subsequently, we further consulted our members on the issue by
carrying an initial survey in various professional Departments. As reflected by the
results of our initial survey, most of the professional Departments had experienced
staff succession problems one way or another. It is due to the fact that there had been
neither civil service recruitment nor promotion advancements for many years. The
traditional ‘staggering’ age profile of most ranks had been disturbed as a result of
the implementation of the downsizing policy.
There exist two extreme contrasting situations in some professional
Departments. Some ranks have too many experienced officers blocking the
promotions of the lower ranks. But, these experienced officers and their subordinates
will retire at the same time. The other extreme situation is that some ranks face
recruitment difficulties and many experienced officers will retire in the near future.
Therefore, it is necessary to strike a balance with a flexible approach to tackle each
problem on its own merit. Therefore, we wrote a letter to SCS on 23 July 2010 and
made some suggestions for SCS’s consideration in dealing with the matter.
On behalf of the Executive Council, I would like to express our gratitude to
the Board of Advisors, Honorary Legal Advisor and Honorary Auditors for their
invaluable advice and contributions to the Association; last but not the least, to all
members of the Association for their continual support and timely feedback.
Finally, may I wish all of you good health, lots of happiness and success in
every future endeavor in the coming year.

SO Ping-chi, Chairman
October 2010
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Report of the Council for 2009/2010
1. General
The Council was elected at the 48th Annual General Meeting on 22nd October
2009 at the 7/F Chinese General Chamber of Commerce Member Club 24-25
Connaught Road, Central, H.K. The Council in 2009/10 had full strength of members
(i.e. 20 Council members plus 5 co-opted members) from various Government
Departments. The Advisory Board composing of six past chairmen continued to
give advice to the Council on crucial issues in 2009/2010.
In 2009/10, the full Council met 11 times for regular monthly meetings to
discuss matters of general concern to our members and to work out the best strategies
for holding dialogues with the Administration on various issues. Moreover, there
were other ad-hoc groups and subcommittee meetings to safeguard your interest in
pay and welfares. Details of these are given in the latter part of this report.
As one of the constituent staff unions in the Senior Civil Service Council
(SCSC), your council members attended regular meetings, special meetings and
briefings called by the Secretary for the Civil Service, other committee and ad-hoc
meetings. At these meetings, your council members had put in their best effort to
safeguard your interest through close liaison with the other civil service councils.
On occasions when consensus could not be reached, your council had made separate
presentations to the Administration. Representatives of the Association had made
frequent appearances on the mass media to comment on various civil services related
issues which were critical to employment terms/conditions of senior Government
officers.
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2. Home Financing Scheme (HFS) / Home Purchase
Scheme (HPS) / Rent Allowance (RA) / Private
TenancyAllowance (PTA) / Non-accountable Cash
Allowance (NCA) Scheme
As per last year and in accordance with the latest mechanisms approved by
the Finance Committee (FC), all the rates of HFA, HPA, RA, PTA and NCA are
revised on 1 April and the revised rates effective from 1 April 2010 are set out in
details in CSB Circular No. 3/2010.
Table 1. Rates of Home Financing Allowance
(Applicable to officers who commenced to receive an allowance before 1 November 1994)
Pay Points
(or equivalent)

Revised Rates per month ($)

Rates per month ($)

with
effect
from
1.10.1990
D6 - 10
36,000
D2 - 5
27,000
MPS 45 - D1
24,000
MPS 41 - 44B 17,000
MPS 38 - 40
15,000
MPS 34 - 37
13,000

with
effect
from
1.4.1997
42,810
32,120
28,550
20,230
17,840
15,470

with
effect
from
1.4.2005
26,050
19,540
17,360
12,300
10,860
9,410

with
effect
from
1.4.2006
30,700
23,020
20,460
14,500
12,800
11,090

with
effect
from
1.4.2007
30,930
23,200
20,620
14,610
12,890
11,170

with
effect
from
1.4.2009
33,440
25,080
22,290
15,790
13,940
12,080

with
effect
from
1.4.2008
33,440
25,080
22,290
15,790
13,940
12,080

with
effect
from
1.4.2010
33,440
25,080
22,290
15,790
13,940
12,080

Table 2. Rates of Home Financing Allowance / Rent Allowance
(Applicable to officers who commenced to receive an allowance on or after 1 November 1994)
Pay Points
(or equivalent)

D6 - 10
D2 - 5
MPS 45 - D1
MPS 41 - 44B
MPS 38 - 40
MPS 34 - 37

Rates per month ($)
with
effect
from
1.4.1997
53,270
39,950
35,510
25,150
22,200
19,240

with
effect
from
1.4.2005
32,410
24,300
21,600
15,310
13,500
11,700

with
effect
from
1.4.2006
38,190
28,640
25,460
18,040
15,910
13,790

with
effect
from
1.4.2007
38,480
28,860
25,650
18,180
16,030
13,890
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with
effect
from
1.4.2008
41,600
31,200
27,730
19,650
17,330
15,020

with
effect
from
1.4.2009
41,600
31,200
27,730
19,650
17,330
15,020

with
effect
from
1.4.2010
41,600
31,200
27,730
19,650
17,330
15,020

Table 3. Rates of Private Tenancy Allowance
(with effect from 1 April 2010)
Pay Points
(or equivalent)

Grade of
Eligibility for
Quarters

Allowance per month ($)
“Family”
Rates

“Married”
Rates

“Single”
Rates

D2 and above

A/AA

29,520

26,580

23,620

MPS 41 - D1

B

24,860

22,370

19,900

MPS 38 - 40

C

19,400

17,440

15,520

MPS 34 - 37

CD

16,410

14,750

13,120

Table 4. Rates of Non-accountable Cash Allowance
(Applicable to officers who start to draw an allowance on or above MPS 34 or equivalent)
Pay Points
(or equivalent)

Rates per month ($)
with effect with effect with effect with effect with effect with effect
from
from
from
from
from
from
1.4.2007
1.4.2010
1.4.2008
1.4.2009
1.4.2005
1.4.2006

D6 - 10

35,250

35,640

36,560

39,520

39,520

39,520

D2 - 5

26,420

26,710

27,420

29,640

29,640

29,640

MPS 45 - D1

23,490

23,750

24,370

26,340

26,340

26,340

MPS 41 - 44B

16,640

16,820

17,270

18,670

18,670

18,670

MPS 38 - 40

14,680

14,840

15,230

16,460

16,460

16,460

MPS 34 - 37

12,720

12,860

13,200

14,270

14,270

14,270
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Housing Benefits Statistics
Members may be of interest to note the following statistics on the number of
applications to join the various civil service housing benefits schemes up to 30 June
2010 :
HPS :

No. of officers joined since inception of the HPS in Nov.1981 :
No. of current recipients :

51,265
14,631

HFS :

No. of formal applications approved since 1 Oct. 1990 :
No. of current recipients :

16,331
2,548

HLS :

No. of officers joined since inception of the HLS in Nov. 1981 :
No. of current recipients :

3,201
549

RAS :

No. of applications for RA approved since 1 Jan. 1999 :
No. of current recipients :

45
1

NCA :

No. of applications for NCA approved since 1 Jun. 2000 :
No. of current recipients :

805
752

No. of officers on or above MPS 34 in various types of accommodation as at
30 June 2010 :
NDQ

PTA

DQ

724

634

1,555

3. Quarters Allocation Committee (QAC)
(position from September 2009 to July 2010)
Two of our Council Members, Mr Edwin Fung of MD and Mr Chris Liu of
Arch SD, represent the Association in QAC. Throughout the year, the Association
has continued to monitor the NDQ disposal programme. The Working Group on
Management of Surplus NDQ held its annual meeting on 10 March 2010 and reached
the decision that the disposal of 47 Sassoon Road and Glendale would be as originally
planned for the year 2010-11, and the disposal of 122 Pokfulam Road and Chater
Hall would be as originally planned for the year 2013-14. The Quartering Office
U

issued the 6-month direction-to-move letter to affected NDQ occupants at Glendale
in March 2010. It is expected that all occupants at Glendale would vacate their
NDQs by the end of August 2010.
In addition, the NDQ site at Mansfield Road was added to the NDQ disposal
programme for disposal in 2018-19. There is a one-off special arrangement to give
affected NDQ occupants at Mansfield Road eight years advance notice.
Following the passage of the Public Officers Pay Adjustment Bill by the
Legislative Council on 16 December 2009, officers on or above Master Pay Scale
Point 34 or equivalent (i.e. including officers eligible for NDQ) were subject to a
pay reduction of 5.38% with effect from 1 January 2010. In line with the pay
adjustment (-5.38%), the salary divisor for these officers was decreased from $340
to $322 with effect from 4 January 2010. Since the Public Officers Pay Adjustment
Bill did not apply to the pay payable to judicial officers, the salary divisor for these
officers remained unchanged.
As strongly requested by members of QAC, the previous arrangements of
reporting all post-allocation changes to the QAC were revived with effect from July
2010. The Quartering Office would further consider QAC members’ views in regard
to the role of QAC for future deliberation as and when appropriate.

4. Pay Adjustment
Pay Adjustment
The pay trend survey findings for 2009/2010 were released on 20 May 2010.
The net pay trend indicators for the upper, middle and lower salary bands were
1.60%, 0.56% and 0.16% respectively.
Our Association and the Association of Expatriate Civil Servants of Hong
Kong jointly submitted a pay claim to the management on 28 May 2010,
recommending that the civil service pay adjustment for 2010/2011 should be made
according to the Gross Pay Trend Indicators, i.e. 2.20%, 1.29% and 0.90% (upgraded
to 1.29%) for the 3 salary bands. However, the Chief Executive-in-Council eventually
decided for a pay increase of 1.60% for civil servants in the upper salary band, and
0.56% for civil servants in the middle and lower bands.
V

5. Review of Civil Service Pay Policy and System
No meeting was held for the Consultative Group on Civil Service Pay
Adjustment Mechanism in the past 12 months. The issue with regard to how pay
adjustment should be effected under the up-and-down mechanism upon the conclusion
of a Pay Level Survey would be further discussed in subsequent CG meetings.

6. Medical and Dental Facilities for Civil Servants - Dr. Yuen Kwok-wah
Drs CHAN Sai-kwing and YUEN Kwok-wah represented HKSGOA to sit at
the Standing Committee on Medical and Dental Facilities for Civil Servants (SCMDF)
in 2009-2010. Four meetings have been held since September 2009.
We succeeded in getting some changes. A new Families Clinic has been set up
in Tsuen Wan and an enhanced diagnostic service arranged for civil servants and
eligible persons (CSEPs).
In this report, I would like to bring your attention to certain areas that, in
my opinion, should be paid special attention to by not only HKSGOA, but every
one of us.
a. The Government evades her responsibility to provide the benefit as an
employment related condition of service.
The Government does this by packing the provision of the benefit with the
public healthcare system. The effect is to make the benefit essentially the same as
those received by an average citizen of Hong Kong under the public healthcare
platform. We are not different from any citizen in waiting for general outpatient
care, specialist outpatient care, and inpatient hospital care. The level and standard of
care are the same. We paid the same for those special drugs. The only difference is
the registration fee, room and board, and some drug/treatment charges which are
waived for those lucky CSEPs.
There should be a difference between public healthcare for Hong Kong citizens
and employment related medical benefit for CSEPs? Government employees, as a
condition of service, are promised a medical care very different from the standard
provided by the public healthcare. As the employer, the Government promises ‘best
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available attendance and care dictated by medical necessity’ to the extent that CSEPs
will be sent abroad for treatments unobtainable in Hong Kong free of charge. As a
condition of service, it is a contract between the employees and the employer. The
Government has the legal obligation to fulfill the promise irrespective of what the
public healthcare system becomes.
If the public healthcare system is providing ‘best available attendance and
care according to medical necessity’ to every citizen of Hong Kong, it is perfectly
alright to pack the benefit with the public healthcare system. If the two differ, the
public healthcare system can still be tasked to provide the benefit to CESPs in addition
to the public healthcare commitment. But a different service delivery platform,
conforming to the principle of ‘best available attendance and care according to
medical necessity’, will be necessary.
Would it be outrageous if a company agrees to provide her employee a ‘best
available attendance and care dictated by medical necessity’ medical benefit but in
effect she asks her employees to go to the public healthcare sector to receive basic
cares identical to an average Hong Kong citizen and only pays for the registration
fee, room and board, and some drug charges?
Using the current ‘public healthcare platform’ to provide ‘best available
attendance and care’ for CSEPs is a deceit.
b. The Government unilaterally changed the status of the medical benefit from
being a ‘condition of service’ to ‘bonus benefit’.
In various papers to LegCo and SCMDF members, the Government repeatedly
promulgated the principle that any proposal to improve the medical and dental benefit
for civil servants has to take into account the Government’s financial capability.
This sounds reasonable, doesn’t it?
This will be reasonable if the medical and dental benefit for CSEPs is a ‘bonus
benefit’ like bonus pay and stock options. The amount given out to the employees is
at the mercy of the employer and affected by the profit the company makes.
But the medical and dental benefit for CSEPs is a ‘CONDITION OF
SERVICE’, not ‘bonus pay’. It is like your salary, pension/provident fund, housing
allowance, education allowance, and annual leave. A condition of service cannot be
changed unilaterally. Nor can it be tacked with the annual fluctuation of the financial
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capability of the Government. Are you ready to accept a lesser pension without
consultation when the Government’s book is in red?
Nowhere in Chapter VI of the CSR mentions that the provision of the medical
and dental benefits for CSEPs is subjected to the financial capability of the
Government. The reason being it is a condition of service, not a bonus benefit.
The Government unilaterally changed the status of our entitlement without
notification. The Government unilaterally added additional and overriding
requirement on top of the CSRs without consultation.
c. The Government limits the scope of the benefit by purposely misinterpreting
the CSRs.
The CSRs reads that the benefit is provided by the Hospital Authority and
Government free of charge. Thus the Government says the services/cares provided
under the benefit are limited to those available in HA and DH and no more. She is
reluctant to take reasonable steps to improve the long waiting times for SOPD service
and diagnostic tests because it is the level of care HA provides. She pays deaf ears to
the request to incorporate primary care into GOPC/Families Clinic services because
GOPC/Families Clinic services do not provide primary care at the moment. Using
this argument, she refuses to provide Chinese medicine and nursing home cares.
CSB/HA said that the Chinese medicine care is not a ‘standard’ HA service and
nursing home care is not under the purview of HA and DH.
This is a blatant mis-interpretation of the CSRs. If you read the entire Chapter
VI of the CSRs, it is clear that Hospital Authority and the Government are the major,
not the ‘ONLY’ service providers. If HA and Government fail to provide the cares
required, we are entitled to other providers. CSEPs can be sent abroad for medical
treatment unobtainable in Hong Kong (CSR 910). With approval from Director of
Health, CSEPs can reimburse private dental care fees, like the private dental scheme
in early 1980s (CSR 950(5)).
As a matter of fact, CSEPs are now receiving care from non-HA and non-DH
doctors/institutions - the Tin Shui Wai Primary Care Scheme, cataract surgery by
private ophthalmologists, reimbursement of drug/medical expenses unavailable in
HA, and diagnostic services provided by the two medical schools.
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Nursing home cares for elderly CSEPs suffering from medical conditions (such
as stroke, dementia, and Alzheimer diseases) is a medical necessity. Though the
nursing home care is not a HA/DH service, it is indeed a Government service,
provided through the Social Welfare Department. Thus providing nursing home cares
to CSEPs falls in line with the CSRs.
It is vitally important that HA and DH are NOT THE ONLY service providers
for the benefit. The service scope of HA/DH is always changing according to the
political and policy climates. Comparing the service scopes of hospitals before and
after HA, it is clear that service scope is shrinking. More and more services are
outsourced, shifted, or deleted. Currently, HA are confined to certain areas such as
acute and emergency cares, expensive, multi-disciplinary and high-tech cares, care
for the under-privileged, and training of healthcare professionals. To rely only on
HA/DH to provide the benefit will be precarious.
The medical and dental benefit, as a condition of service, stays as long as the
employee-employer relationship stays. It is independent of the changes in the public
healthcare system. When HA/DH fail to provide the promised ‘best available
attendance and care dictated by medical necessity’, providers other than HA and DH
are thus very reasonable and necessary.
Comparing with the medical benefits provided by an average employer in
Hong Kong, the Government of Hong Kong SAR lacks behind. Most, if not all,
medical benefits offered by moderate to large companies in Hong Kong allow access
to Chinese medicine care. They even allow access to health club facilities and
corrective spectacles.
The Government is misinterpreting the CSRs to limit our access to ‘best
available attendance and care dictated by medical necessity’.
d. The Government shifts the cost of care to CSEPs.
The Government does this trick through various ways, first, by making the
waiting time unreasonably long. This is effected by packing the benefit with the
public healthcare system. CSEPs and the public are put in the same waiting list for
most, if not all, kinds of services. Those who fear that the disease will deteriorate
during waiting are forced to go to the private doctors/institutions at their own
expenses.
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The second way is to create a mismatch between service demand and supply.
The orthodontic service is a very good example. The demand for orthodontic service
is huge but orthodontic manpower is always in short supply. The waiting time for
treatment is currently four to five years. Many dependents will be over the eligible
age limit for the benefit when due from the waiting list. They and many others who
finds the long waiting time unreasonable are forced to patronize the private
orthodontists, at their own expenses of course.
The third is by way of the current arrangement for reimbursing medical
expenses. The arrangement was supposed to set up to allow CSEPs to reimburse
expenses for services/drugs that are medically necessary but unavailable in or charged
by HA. By refusing to accept doctors’ prescriptions as a certification for medical
necessity, CSEPs are required to ‘confront’ HA doctors to get certification. Luck
does not fall on all CSEPs. In effect, the procedure is so problematic that some
applications cannot get through and CSEPs are required to pay for the costs from
their own pockets.
For those CSEPs posted overseas, they are just required to forward the receipt
together with a simple claim form for reimbursing medical expenses without the
need for certification by the attending doctor. Is here a double-standard?
The fourth way is by refusing to provide certain cares. Chinese medicine care,
the nursing home care for elderly CSEPs, and primary medical cares mentioned
above are obvious examples. Those who need or will benefit from these cares, you
have to pay for yourself.
e. The Government arranges a lower standard of care for CSEPs.
Medical and dental cares run a referral system. Primary care doctors will refer
patients for specialist care when the medical condition is beyond their ability to
manage. Specialist lists are available from the Medical Council of Hong Kong and
Hong Kong Dental Council.
The path to medical/dental specialization is not easy. A master degree in a
specialty is the starting point, followed by three-year training to earn the entitlement
to sit for the specialist examination conducted by the Academy of Medicine. Those
who pass the examination are given the fellowship title of that specialty by the
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Academy. Then they can apply for registration with the Medical or Dental Council
for the specialist status and their names will be put on the specialist lists. This extended
training path ensures that a specialist is really special.
It is reasonable and just to request that specialist cares should be provided by
specialists. This also agrees with the principle of ‘best available attendance and care
dictated by medical necessity’. But the Government arranges non-specialists to
provide specialist cares. This is happening in the Dental Service. The Department of
Health recruited master degree graduates to provide endodontic and orthodontic
cares. Master degree graduates are not specialists.
The Government argues that in HA hospitals, there are specialist trainees taking
care of SOPD patients. This arrangement applies internationally as well. So allowing
non-specialist trainees to take care of patients is absolutely acceptable.
I would like to make it very clear here that the Government is again mixing up
the public healthcare with the employment related condition of service. As a public
healthcare institution, HA is required BY LAW to train medical professionals. The
trainee arrangement, under public healthcare platform is known and accepted. That
may satisfy the standard of ‘basic care’ required of a public healthcare system. But
the Department of Health Government Dental Service (GDS) has no such legal
obligations. GDS is here to provide comprehensive dental care to CSEPs according
to the principle of ‘best available attendance and care dictated by medical necessity’.
Accepting non-specialists to provide specialist care under this benefit is violating
the principle and accepting a lower standard of care.
The same argument goes for the SOPC cares provided by HA. Allowing
trainees to take care of public patients may be an acceptable arrangement under
public healthcare platform. But it is not acceptable for the medical benefits for CSEPs.
The principle of ‘best available attendance and care dictated by medical necessity’
should be adhered to for all cares provided by all service providers, be it HA, DH, or
private institutions.
Next time you or your family member go for specialist medical or dental
consultation, ask the attending doctor/dentist if he/she is on the specialist list. The
answer should be ‘Yes’. If the answer is ‘No’, you have the right to decline treatment
by non-specialists and make the request to be attended to by specialists. You should
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also alert CSB that service providers are not providing cares according to the principle
of ‘best available attendance and care according to medically necessity’.
The Government arranges non-specialists to provide specialist cares is violating
the principle of ‘best available attendance and care dictated by medical necessity’.
f. The Government inflates the cost spent on medical benefits for civil servants.
The medical and dental benefit cost is mostly shared by HA and DH. Most of
the expenses rise steadily in line with the annual increase in the medical and health
budget, around 4.5%, except for the ‘reimbursement of medical expenses’ which
has increased rapidly over past years. It amounted to 41% (HK$335 million) of the
total DH’s account on medical and dental benefits for civil servants in 2010, an
increase of 53% over 2009. LegCo members were alarmingly impressed by the
increase. The Government successfully paints the picture that much resource has
been put into the benefit and civil servants should shut up.
What is the real picture? It may take you a while to understand what the
reimbursement expense is all about. When HA was set up in 1996, she agreed to
take care of the medical benefits for CSEPs FREE OF CHARGE. But HA’s charging
policy changed some years down the road. Drugs and services that used to be provided
free were charged. The reimbursement arrangement was set up by CSB to allow the
Government to pay for those charges for CSEPs.
HA has in fact broken her promise by charging CSEPs through the
reimbursement mechanism. To keep her promise, HA should rebate the amount back
to the Government through some accounting arrangement.
The reimbursement money is not used to improve or upgrade services to
CSEPs. It arose solely because of HA broke her promise and changed the pricing
policy. I am of the opinion that this amount should not be included in the account for
medical and dental benefit for civil servants. To set the scene straight, it should be
accounted for separately and be renamed (e.g. payment to HA for charged services)
to prevent inflating the true cost of this benefit. The Government should ask HA to
rebate the money as HA had agreed to provide free care to CSEPs in the first place.
I have done some calculations using available information. With the
reimbursement included, medical and dental benefit for each CSEP was estimated
to be around HK$1500 in 2005-06 and HK$2400 in 2010-11, 60% increase over
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five years. When the reimbursement amount is excluded, it increased from HK$1380
to HK$1730 over the same period - 25% in five years or 4.5% annually. There is
nothing to be alarmingly impressed about.
It will be eye-opening if the amount is compared with the medical expenses
of private companies. From the information available to me, most private companies
spend 3-5% of the payroll on medical benefits for employees. For CSEPs, the amount
spent on medical and dental benefit is less than 1% of the payroll, less than HK$2000
per person per year (reimbursement excluded). In 2004, an average US employer
spent US$7200 for every employee!!!
The Government plays with the figures and manipulates LegCo and public
into believing that much resource has been spent on medical benefit for CSEPs. The
Government is dishonest.
g. The Government disregards her monitoring responsibility for services
provided by HA/DH
The Government purchases services from HA, DH, and other service providers
to provide cares for CSEPs according to the principle of ‘best available attendance
and care dictated by medical necessity’ as laid down in the CSRs. As the service
buyer, the Government has the responsibility to monitor if the service providers are
providing cares according to that principle.
When the users (CSEPs) find shortcomings, the Government has the
responsibility to ensure the providers improve the services accordingly or new, more
competent providers are contracted to replace the old. This buyer-provider-user
interaction will ensure all three parties are getting what they should get. The
interaction will only be proper when the three parties are independent of and crosschecking each other.
Representatives of the three parties are there at SCMDF meetings. Service
buyer is represented by officials from CSB and FHB. The services providers are
represented by officials from the Hospital Authority and Department of Health. The
users are represented by civil servants from the four central civil service Councils. A
3-way communication will ensure issues are fairly discussed from all three
perspectives. Unfortunately, only a 2-way communication is happening, with the
buyer and services providers becoming one.
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I once commented that employing non-specialists to provide specialist service
was violating the principles of the CSRs. I asked the Chairman of SCMDF
(representing the buyer) to rule if this would contravene the principle of ‘best available
attendance and care’. I expected that the buyer would check the practice against the
principles of the CSRs and rule accordingly. The service provider would then receive
the message and return to rectify the situation.
What happened was the buyer asked the service provider to judge if the
arrangement was improper!!! To protect herself, the provider said that the arrangement
was proper because this was happening in the public healthcare system (see section
5 above). The provider escaped to answer the question altogether with endorsement
from the buyer!!!
There is a conflict of interest for the service provider to judge her service. The
standard of care should be set and measured by the buyer with reference to the
principles laid down in the CSRs. CSB is not only ignoring her responsibility, she
delegates that responsibility to an unsuitable party with conflict of interest. I cannot
find a better word than ‘collusion’ to describe that relationship.
Epilogue
I hope you will see that we are fighting an uphill battle though we have all the
arguments on our side based on reasons.
The opponent is very strong. The opponent has a full team of full-time
administrators while we have a handful of after-work unionists. The opponent is
committed to sustain the wrongs while we have too few to persevere the rights. The
opponent can manipulate the LegCo and public to their side while we are unable to
get members interested in the issue.
Perhaps it will need a judicial review to make the Government change. But
the opponent has a full-house of lawyers and more than enough money. We have a
large number of members fearing the word JR and less than 30 thousand Hong Kong
dollars in the account.
The issue is complicated and it may not be easy for members to understand.
To push the issue along the lines mentioned above, it will easily put HKSGOA and
CSB/Government in a confrontational relationship. Senior civil servants may not
ingratiate, but they do not like confrontations for sure.
NU

I might have failed to possess the ability to simplify the complex issue for you
to understand. I might have failed to arouse your attention on this issue. I might have
failed to get positive results without undermining the ‘harmony’ between HKSGOA
and the Government. I might have made this trivial issue too big for senior civil
servants who are financially capable of managing their healthcare problems by other
means.
To these, I offer my sincerest apology.

7. Social Functions
The Association held its 51st Anniversary Ball at the BP International House
on 21th December 2009. Our guests of honour, member of the Executive Council,
HKSAR, Mr. CHENG Yiu-tong officiated the event and took the opportunity to
meet with the HKSGOA members. 182 members and guests had attended the
Anniversary Ball and celebrated the 2009 Christmas in the wonderful night. The
delicious western food, the enthralling music and all HKSGOA members have
contributed to the successful evening.
The next Ball is being organized by the Ball Committee. This will be our
52nd Anniversary Ball & will be held also at the BP International House on 21st
December 2010 (Tuesday evening). Please mark the event in your diary.
To promote our feel of belonging in the HKSGOA, the Execute Committee
will plan the social functions suitable for members and their families also in the
coming year. Social functions, such as trip to china, gatherings, parties and etc. will
come in the 2010/2011. HKSGOA members and families are welcome to join these
functions, to enjoy the gathering with other members.
Please note that all EC members to organize the social functions are on
voluntary basis.
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8. Office Administration
The Association continues to employ two part-time administrative assistants.
The Association Office opens for business from 9:00a.m. to 5:00p.m. daily, Monday
to Friday. A web site is available to disseminate information to members.
Website address : “www.hksgoa.org”.
Email address : hksgoa@biznetvigator.com
Association address : Rm G13, Central Government Office, East Wing,
G/F, Lower Albert Rd, HK.
Members are welcome to contact either Miss Linda Chan or Miss Sylvia Pang
regarding membership services during office hours.
Tel: 2522 4267 (auto - recording after office hours)
Fax: 2523 3319
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9. Other Services to Members (Benefits)
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Hong Kong Parkview=E

!F

!F=at 88, Tai Tam Reservoir Rd, off Wong Ngai

Chung Road, HK, is offering Complementary Membership to HKSGOA Members.
Members are entitled to all Dining & Entertainment as listed below :
G/F Tea House, and Teppanyaki
2/F

Ming Yuen, and Themed Karaoke VIP rooms (for night time)

3/F

George’ Rest. and Oasis Poolside

Complimentary parking for Members, or Purchase of the Shuttle Bus tickets at our
Front Desk.
The Complimentary Membership does not include the use of the Gym or Swimming
Pool.
There is also a Park N Shop Supermarket operating to the public next to the car park.
There is also a hotel inside the resort.
Valid Until: 31/12/2011
For further info. and the Parkview environs, pl. visit www.hongkongparkview.com
For details of application for membership, Please refer to our website address:
www.hksgoa.org
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1) Challenger “System-Plus” Paint Sealant Service at HK$900 (original price upto
HK$1,800)
2) Challenger “City King” 12-Month Car Detailing & Protection Program at 25%
off (Original price $4,280) 
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3) Challenger “Service Easy” 12-Month Auto Repair & Maintenance Plan at 25%
off (Original price $6,000-$9,000, depending on car capacity)
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Room Accommodation
(Subject to 10% Service Charge)
Sun-Fri
Sat
Special Festival

50% discount on published room rates
40% discount on published room rates
10% discount on festival package
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From time to time, members may receive promotional or
advertisement materials / leaflets from commercial companies together
with HKSGOA’s mailing publications and reports. Please note that
the Association does not accept any liability arising from any
misrepresentation in the materials/leaflets. Members are reminded to
satisfy themselves with the accuracy of information contained therein
before acting on it.
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List of Meetings held from April 2009 - March 2010
Attended by Staff Side Representatives of the Senior Civil Service Council
Type of Meeting

Date

SCSC Staff Side Meeting

11.2.10
25.9.09
10.7.09

( 4 Meetings )

24.4.09

SCSC Meeting

11.2.10
25.9.09
10.7.09

( 4 Meetings )

24.4.09

Standing Committee on Medical and Dental Facilities

7.1.10

of Civil Servants

12.10.09
7.7.09

( 4 Meetings )

7.4.09

Pre-meeting for the SCMDF Meeting

12.10.09
7.7.09

( 3 Meetings )

7.4.09

Pay Trend Survey Committee Meeting

26.1.10
11.12.09
15.10.09
8.6.09
25.5.09
18.5.09

( 7 Meeting )

7.1.09

Joint informal meeting between the Standing Commission 25.1.10
and constituent staff associations of the SCSC
( 1 Meeting )
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2009 Starting Salaries Survey-Pay Comparison Survey
( 1 Meeting )

1.9.09

2009 Starting Salaries Survey : stage 3 staff engagement
sessions

12.1.09

( 1 Meeting )
Bills Committee on Public Officers Pay Adjustment Bill
( 1 Meeting )

17.10.09

2009-10 Civil Service Pay Adjustment- Special Meeting
on Pay Claim
( 1 Meeting )

22.5.09

Invitation of central council staff side to the SCS’
Commendation Awards Presentation Ceremony 2009

19.11.09

( 1 Meeting )
Chief Secretary’s Consultation Session on the 2009/10
Policy Address
( 1 Meeting )

26.8.09

Panel on Public Service : Special Meeting
( 1 Meeting )

7.7.09

2009 Civil Service Outstanding Services Award Scheme

9.6.09
11.6.09
25.6.09

( 3 Meetings )
Special meeting between PSRU and PTSC
representatives of SCSC
( 1 Meeting )
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1.6.09

